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A Higher Order Shear Deformation Theory (HOST) is utilized for elasto-plastic analysis of plate bending using incremental
finite element formulation. Modified Newton-Raphson method has been used to solve the non-linear equations. Yielding of
the material has been modelled using von Mises yield criterion, associated flow rule and isotropic hardening. Results are
compared with available benchmark and other solutions. Comparisons clearly demonstrate better performance of the
theory for inelastic response.
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Introduction
Bending behaviour of plates is usually described by
three mathematical models: Poisson-Kirchhoff plate
theory [1], Reissner-Mindlin first order plate theories
[2-4] and higher order plate theories [5-9]. PoissonKirchhoff theory, which is also known as Classical
Plate Theory (CPT), is based on assumption that
straight lines perpendicular to mid-surface (i.e.,
transverse normals) before deformation remain
straight and normal to the mid-surface and undergo
no change in length during deformation. These
assumptions imply that the transverse normal strain
z and transverse shear strains and are zero. It can
also be easily shown that CPT is computationally
inefficient (requires C 1 continuity of transverse
displacement) from the simple finite element
formulation’s point of view.
The first order shear deformation theories
(FOSTs), which include transverse shear deformation,

can be classified on the basis of the assumed field as
(i) stress-based theories and (ii) displacement-based
theories. Reissner [2, 4] and Mindlin [3] are the two
pioneers to provide first order shear deformation
theories based on the assumed stress and assumed
displacement variations through the thickness of the
plate, respectively. These theories provide a first-order
basis for the consideration of the transverse shear
deformation effect and required a Co continuous finite
element formulation for the numerical analysis.
However, FOSTs have following limitation:


The transverse shearing strains/stresses turn out
to be constant through the plate thickness and a
fictitious shear correction coefficient is
introduced to correct the shear energy.

Lo et al. [5] have presented a theory for plates
based on assumed higher-order displacement field.
Kant [6] has derived an isotropic version of the
complete governing equations of such a theory based
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on the minimum potential energy principle. A Co finite
element formulation of this higher order theory is
presented, for the first time, by Kant et al. [7]. In this
theory, the in-plane displacements are expanded in
the powers of the thickness coordinate (z) by Taylor
series, which allows:


Quadratic variation of the transverse shearing
strains through the plate thickness avoiding the
introduction of a shear correction coefficient.



Warping of the cross-section is automatically
incorporated.

When the plate is loaded beyond elastic limit,
the plastic strain occurs, which causes a redistribution
of stresses. The computation of this redistribution was
not an easy task before digital computers arrived.
Hence modelling of plastic behaviour started as limit
analysis and then switched over to incremental nonlinear analysis. Initially for a long span of time, limit
analysis was used for the plastic analysis of beams
and frames due to their linear idealisation. Simplicity
of their formulation leads to the collapse loads. Plates,
due to their two-dimensional idealisation, make the
problem complicated and in most of the cases lead to
the upper and lower bounds to the collapse loads
instead of collapse loads themselves. The
axisymmetrically loaded, circular plates were the
simplest problem to begin with, and therefore attracted
the attention of many researchers. Sokolovsky [10]
was considered to be the pioneer amongst them. He
dealt with the non-linear bending of simply supported
circular plates with small displacements and thin plate
assumptions. He used the Hencky’s deformation
theory for a strain-hardening material obeying von
Mises yield criterion. Pell and Prager [11], Hopkins
and Prager [12] and Hopkins and Wang[13] predicted
the load-carrying capacities of circular plates of a
perfectly plastic material and subjected to rotationally
symmetric loads for various support conditions. The
initial works were confined to the circular plate case.
Hodge [14] took the research out of this barrier by
presenting the procedure of finding the bounds of noncircular plates. The previous researches mostly used
Tresca yield criterion since the directions of principal
moments were already known for circular plates due
to radial symmetry. This was not the case with the

rectangular plates and therefore the von Mises yield
criterion was used for thin plates of perfectly plastic
material and presented the bounds for a simply
supported square plate under uniform load as a special
case. Hodge and Belytschko [15] formulated upper
and lower bound problem as a mathematical
programming problem, but by using finite element
representations of velocity and moment fields insuring
the satisfaction of yield condition throughout the plate.
The plastic limit loads of the clamped circular plate
have been presented by Guowel et al. [16] based on
unified yield criterion.
The limit analysis is applicable to rigid perfectly
plastic behaviour while almost all the materials are
elastic before yielding. The current state of stress in
a yielded material again depends upon the history of
loading. Therefore, an analysis starting from the
loading in the elastic range and gradually increasing
to plastic range till failure would be closer to the true
behaviour of the plate.
Haythornthwaite [17] was the first to use an
incremental method for the elasto-plastic analysis of
plates. He computed the deflections of plates with
circular symmetry for an elastic-plastic material.
Comparison was made with predicted limit loads of
Hopkins and Prager [12]. Armen et al. [18] developed
a finite element technique for plastic bending by
additionally considering in-plane stresses and
geometric nonlinearity. They developed the formulation
by interpreting plastic strains as initial strains and using
stress-strain relations from incremental plasticity
theory. Material behaviour was based on von Mises
yield criterion with Prager-Zieglar kinematic
hardening. Dinis et al. [19] considered the semiloof
shell element for elasto-plastic large displacement
analysis of plates and shells. An initial stiffness
plasticity algorithm and elasto-plastic model was
considered for the material non-linear analysis.
Owen and Figueiras[20] extended the application
of semiloof element analysis to include the effect of
transverse shear by deriving a shear correction
coefficient for cylindrical bending with the assumption
of constant transverse shear strains. Reddy and
Chandrashekhara [21] derived a non-linear version
of Sander’s first-order shear-deformation shell theory
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accounting for von Karmann’s strains and Hill’s
anisotropic yield criterion for the elasto-plastic bending
analysis of plates and shells.

(1)

Watanabe and Kondo [22] further consolidated
their earlier (Kondo and Watanabe [23]) work by
considering more numerical examples and better
comparisons. They derived the elastic-plastic
incremental tangent stiffness matrix without numerical
integration over the area of the elements using the
nodal displacements and nodal forces as fundamental
variables instead of generalised strains and stresses
respectively.
Papadopoulos and Taylor [24] developed an
inelastic finite element analysis of plates, which
includes the effects of transverse shear-deformation.
They used the Reissner-Mindlin’s plate bending theory
and an elasto-plastic constitutive model in the stressresultant form based on generalisation of Von Mises
plane stress criterion and associated flow rule. The
plastic constitutive rate equations were integrated by
a return-mapping algorithm and solved incrementally
using a Newton method. Prasad and Sridhar [25] have
developed an elasto-plastic finite element procedure
using degenerated shell element with assumed strain
field technique, von Mises yield criteria and isotropic
hardening. They have demonstrated the correctness
and applicability of the method by numerical examples.
The dependency of incremental elasto-plastic
analysis on loading history required the use of an
accurate elastic plate bending theory.
In the present study a special HOST model
which includes distortion of the transverse normal is
utilized for elasto-plastic analysis of plate bending.
von Mises criterion [26], associated flow rule and
isotropic hardening have been used in the formulation.
The modified Newton-Raphson’s [27] method has
been used for solution of non-linear equations.
A Higher-Order Shear Deformation Theory
The development of the present theory starts with
the assumption of the displacement field in the
following form[6, 7]:

u ( x, y, z )  z  x ( x, y )  z 3 x* ( x, y )
v( x, y, z )  z  y ( x, y )  z 3 y* ( x, y )
w( x, y, z )  w0 ( x, y )

The terms have usual meaning except the terms
*
y which are the corresponding higher order
terms in the Taylor’s series expansion. The transverse
displacement component ‘w’ has only one term ‘w0’
and thus disregards transverse normal deformation.
*
x and

Strain-Displacement Relationships
The linear relationships between these displacements
and strains can be obtained by using the definitions of
strains from the theory of elasticity:
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The flexural and transverse shear strains in the
plate can be written in the concise matrix form as:
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Stress-Strain Relations
Assuming normal stress z to be negligibly small
compared to other normal stresses, the constitutive
matrix takes the form:
1

0
C E 
1   2 0

0


1
0 1
2
0
0
0

0

sym.
1
2
0







1 
2 

Substituting the expressions for strain components in
the above equation and integrating through the plate
thickness ‘h’, one gets:





  1 ˆΤˆ dA   Τ PdA
2
A

(7)

A

in which,
(4)


  ( w0 , x , y , x* , y* )T

*
*
*
*
* T
ˆ  (  x ,  y ,  xy ,  x ,  y ,  xy , x , y , x , y )

*
*
*
*
* T
ˆ
  ( M x , M y , M xy , M x , M y , M xy , Qx , Qy , Qx , Qy ) 

(8)

The stress-strain relationship in the matrix form,
 x   Q11
 
 y   Q21 Q22
 xy  Q31 Q32
 Q11
 Q21 Q22
Q31 Q32

sym.   x 
 z y 
Q33    xy 
 
*
sym.   x 
3
*
 z y 
Q33    * 
 xy 

Constitutive relations in terms of stressresultants can be written in the matrix form as:

(5a)

 Mx 
 M y   Q11H 3
 M xy  Q21H 3 Q22 H 3

 Q H Q H
 M x*    Q31H 3 Q32 H 3
 *  Q11 H5 Q21 H5
 M y  Q21H 5 Q22 H 5
*
32 5
 M xy
  31 5

sym.
Q33 H 3
Q31H 5
Q32 H 5
Q33 H 5

Q11H 7
Q21H 7
Q31H 7

Q22 H 7
Q32 H 7

 x 
  
 y 
   xy 
   x* 
 * 
y
Q33 H 7   * 
  xy 

(9a)
and

 

 yz
Q
 Q44
 45
 zx

and,



Q45   y Q44
Q55   x  Q45

Q45 
Q55 

 * 
z 2  y* 
 x 

(5b)

where,
E  Q , Q   E , Q  Q  0,
22
21
31
32
1 2
1 2
Q33  G  Q44  Q55 and Q45  0
Q11 

Qx   Q55 H1
Qy   Q45 H1
Q *    Q H
Qx*  Q55 H 3
 y   45 3

Q44 H1
Q45 H 3
Q44 H 3

Q55 H 5
Q45 H 5

  x 
sym.   y 
  x*  (9b)
Q44 H 5   y* 

  

i
i
h 
1 h
in which, H i  i  2   2  , i  1, 3, 5, 7



Energy Expression and Plate Constitutive
Relations

Writing in a more concise form, we have

The total potential energy of the plate with volume V
and surface area A can be written as:

 M  D f
M *  
 Q 
 Q*   0
  





  U  W  1  T  dV   T PdA
2
V

(6)

A

Here U is the strain energy of the plate, W is
the work done by the external forces and P is the
vector of force intensities corresponding to generalised
displacement vector  defined at the mid-surface.

or,

σˆ  D εˆ

0


D s 

χ
 χ* 
 
 * 
 

(10)

(10a)

Elasto-Plastic Analysis
After establishing an accurate basis of the overall
elasto-plastic constitutive relations for the plate in the
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elastic range by including the higher-order terms for
stress-resultants, curvatures etc., and the start of the
plasticity is marked by the yielding of the material.
An initial yield condition, a hardening rule and a flow
rule specify the plastic response of a strain-hardening
material. The initial yield specifies the states of stress
at which plastic deformation first occurs and may be
considered a multi-axial generalisation of the yield
point in a simple tension test. The hardening rule
describes the modification of the yield condition due
to strain hardening during plastic flow. The flow rule
permits the determination of plastic strain rates at each
point in the progressive loading history.
Yield Criteria for Bending of Plates

plate bending yield criterion [27] is given by
h / 2

Fˆ (ˆ f ,ˆ ) 



F ( f , ) z dz ,

(11)

h / 2

 x2   x y   y2  3 xy2   02
y and

xy)

(Mx, My by Mxy)

 0 h2
in the above equation, Von4
Mises criterion in terms of stress-resultants becomes:

and

Flow Rule
The differentiation of elastic potential function (i.e.,
the complimentary energy density function) with
respect to stress-resultants ˆ ij gives the elastic midplane strains, a plastic potential function ‘ g (ˆ ij , ˆij , ˆ ) ’
p

may be similarly considered for the plastic mid-plane
strain increments. Thus the plastic flow [27, 28] rule
may be defined as:

g
ˆ ij

(14)

in which d is a positive scalar function, which is
nonzero only when plastic deformations, occur and
which varies throughout the history of plastic midplane straining. The loading parameter d gives the
length or the magnitude of the plastic mid-plane strain
p
increment vector dˆij , while the gradient of the plastic

Neglecting the through-the-thickness stresses
z, xz and yz for the plate, the Von-Mises criterion
for the initial yield is:

Replacing by ( x,

plane strain history, governs the size of the yield
surface.

d ˆijp  d 

Assuming the yield function F̂ to be a function of
bending moments ˆ f but not of shear forces ˆ s the
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Mp 
0 by

M x2  M x M y  M y2  3 M xy2  M p2

(12)

Hardening Rules
The Isotropic Hardening [28], in which the initial yield
surface uniformly expands without distortion and
translation, has been considered. The equation for the
subsequent yield surface can thus be written as:

g
potential surface ˆ gives the direction.
ij
Looking at the similarity of the properties of
plastic potential and yield function, they may be
assumed to be actually identical.

ˆ ˆ , ˆ p ,ˆ )
g (ˆ ij , ˆijp ,ˆ )  F(
ij
ij
and therefore,
d ˆijp  d   F̂
ˆij

(15)

 F̂
i.e., the plastic flow develops along the normal ˆ
ij
to the current yield surface (called the normality
condition). The above relation (15) associates the
plastic flow with the current yield surface hence it is

ˆ ˆ )  ˆ 2 (ˆ )
f(
ij
p

(13)

in which ˆ 2 , whose value depends upon plastic mid-

called the ‘associated flow rule’ and it has been used
in the present formulation.
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Elasto-Plastic Incremental Stress-Resultants/ MidPlane Strains Relationship
The material behaves partly elastic and partly plastic
after the initial yield. In case of plate bending, as
discussed earlier, the stresses can be replaced by
stress-resultants and strains can be replaced by the
mid-plane strains. The change of mid-plane-strain
during any increment in the stress-resultant can be
divided into elastic and plastic components such that:
d ˆij  d ˆije  d ˆijp

(16)

The elastic mid-plane strain increments and the
stress-resultant increments are related as:

 

 

ˆ
D
dσˆ f
f


dσˆ s
0

0  dεˆ f
ˆ  dεˆ s
D
s

dεˆ ij  D 1 dσˆ ij

or,



ˆ  Df 
D
ep
f

(20)

where,





D s dz

h / 2

Solution of Nonlinear Equilibrium Equation
The incremental equilibrium equation [27, 28] for the
plate can be written at some stage in the solution (i.e.,
at any iteration during a load increment) as
(dp) + KT (dp)

dp = 0

(21)

ˆ ep ] B  [B ]T D
ˆ B ]dA
K T  [ [B f ]T [D
f
f
s
s s

After proper substitution one gets the complete
elasto-plastic flexural stress-resultant curvature
relationship as:

and

h / 2

(18)

(19)

ˆ ep dεˆ
dσ f  D
f
f



h / 2

ˆ 
Df z dz and D
s

(17)

Thus, the complete incremental relationship
between the stress-resultants and the corresponding
mid-plane-strains for the elasto-plastic deformation
is:
Fˆ
σˆ

h / 2

ˆ 
D
f

T


 ,



where, (dp) is residual force and KT (dp) is the
tangential stiffness matrix.

The plastic stress-strain relations are given by
the flow rule in the form of a relation between plastic
mid-plane strain increment and the current yield
function in case of plate bending as given in equation
(15).

dεˆ  D 1 dσˆ  d 



  F

F

F
aˆ  
,
,
  M x  M y  M xy




(22)

A

Finite Element Formulation
In the present finite element formulation [28-30] 9node heterosis [31] element is used. The heterosis
element is formulated using 9-node Lagrangian shape
functions for rotations, and 8-node Serendipity shape
functions for lateral displacements. The heterosis
element has the improved characteristics and gives a
better consistency in performance as compared to
the parent elements in a wide range of problems. In
case of very thin plates with selective integration [32,
33] shear locking is avoided.
The Incremental Finite Element Solution
Procedure
The incremental iterative finite element solution [28]
with modified Newton-Raphson procedure has been
adopted. While yielding, the normality condition for
the increments in stress-resultants has been preserved.
The convergence norms have been applied for both
residual forces and displacements.



Df aˆ aˆ T Df

Numerical Results



H  aˆ T Df aˆ

A convergence study is first conducted on square and
circular plates to decide the appropriate plate
discretisation for further elasto-plastic study. The
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convergence results are presented in Tables 1-3. For
circular plates, discretisation scheme used by Liu et
al. [34] has been used to produce least shapedistorted elements. Based on the convergence study,
16 elements and 32 elements meshes have been used
for one quarter of square and circular plates
respectively.

Table 3: Convergence of elastic displacements of a clamped
circular plate subjected to uniformly distributed load (E =
10.92,  = 0.3, G = 4.2, h = 1.0, and R = 5.00)

The validity and accuracy of the HOST
formulation has been tested by performing the linear
elastic analysis and comparing the present results with
the available exact three-dimensional elasticity and
other benchmark solutions for simply supported and
Table 1: Convergence of elastic displacements for a clamped
square plate subjected to uniformly distributed load (E =
10.92,  = 0.3, G = 4.2, h = 0.1 and a = 10.00)
Mesh

Normalised central displacement ( wc = wc D/q0 a4 )
Papadopoulos &
Taylor [35]

HOST

1x1

0.0018921

0.0015433

2x2

0.0014834

0.0012389

3x3

-

0.0012575

4x4

0.0013285

0.0012641

8x8

0.0012834

0.0012677

16 x 16

0.0012718

0.0012678

Exact solution
Liu et al. [34]

No. of
elements

Normalised central displacement ( wc = wc D/q0 a4 )
Papadopoulos &
Taylor [35]

HOST

03

0.001179

0.000946

12

0.001169

0.001098

20

-

0.001138

32

-

0.001151

48

0.001161

0.001159

144

Table 2: Convergence of elastic displacements for a simply
supported square plate subjected to a point load at centre (E
= 10.92,  = 0.3, G = 4.2, h = 0.1, and a = 10.00)

0.001155

0.001159

clamped square plates. The central displacements,
for comparison of plates with different thicknesses,
have been normalised as:
wc  wc 

0.001264

Exact solution

E h3
q0 a 4

where, wc is the actual transverse displacement at
the centre of the plate, E is the modulus of elasticity
of the plate material, qo is the uniformly distributed
transverse load over the plate, a is the length of the
side and h is the thickness of the plate.
Results presented in Tables 4 and 5 clearly
indicate that the HOST results are very close to threedimensional results. Hence, it is suitable for further
investigation in the elasto-plastic range.

1x1

-

0.01127

0.01053

In elasto-plastic study all results have been
compared with the existing analytical solutions (either
exact or in the form of upper and lower bounds). The
nondimensional expressions used for the normalised
displacements, normalised uniformly distributed loads

2x2

0.01170

0.01180

0.01144

2
and normalised point loads are wc  wc D a M p ,

3x3

-

-

0.01156

4x4

0.01160

0.01169

0.01159

8x8

0.01161

0.01165

0.01159

16 x 16

0.01162

-

0.01162

Mesh

Normalised central displacement ( wc = wc D / P0 a2 )
Ibrahimbegovic
Wanji &
& Frey [36] Cheung [37]

HOST Exact solution
Liu et al. [34]

0.011603

q  q0 a 2 M p and p  p0 M p respectively. Where,

p0 is the point load at centre, D[=Eh3/12(1- 2)] is the
flexural rigidity of the plate and Mp [= 0h2/4] is the
fully plastic moment. For circular plates these
expressions remain same except radius ‘R’ replaces
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Table 4: Elastic deflection of a simply supported square plate subjected to uniformly distributed load
a/h

Exact 3D Srinivas
and Rao [38]

Reddy [9]

Savithri [39]

FOST

HOST

05

-

0.0535

0.0536

0.0535

0.0535

10

0.0464

0.0467

0.0467

0.0467

0.0466

20

0.0449

-

0.0449

0.0449

0.0449

100

-

0.0444

0.0444

0.0440

0.0442

Elastic nondimensional central
displacement

wc  wc 

Eh3
q0 a 4

Table 5: Elastic deflection of a clamped square plate subjected to uniformly distributed load
a/h

Exact 3D Srinivas
and Rao [38]

Savithri [39]

FOST

HOST

05

0.02331

0.02261

0.02351

0.02352

10

0.01634

0.01602

0.01640

0.01641

20

0.01447

0.01436

0.01449

0.01449

100

0.01375

0.01383

0.01384

0.01373

Elastic nondimensional central
displacement

wc  wc 

Eh3
q0 a 4

Fig. 1: Normalised load versus normalised central displacement for clamped circular plate with uniformly distributed load:
Comparisons of different formulations for d/h=100

the side of plate ‘a’. A series of problems from thick
plate to thin plate are analysed to demonstrate
versatility of the HOST.

FOST results are based on Reissner-Mindlin
plate bending which include transverse shear
deformation without warping of transverse cross
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sections. A shear correction coefficient of 5/6 is used
here.
Clamped Circular Plate with Uniformly
Distributed Load
Fine discretization for converged solution were first
established. In Table 6, normalised collapse loads have
been presented for thick to thin plates and compared
with the other results in the thin plate range. It is
observed that, the HOST predicts normalised collapse
load higher than the other finite element results as
well as limit analysis results for all values of d/h.
Fig. 1 shows comparison of normalised displacements
versus normalised uniformly distributed loads for
different formulations. In the elastic range the variation
is almost similar for all formulations. Deviations are
observed in the normalised load-displacement curves,
by different formulations, after inception of yielding.
HOST predicts highest collapse load as compared to
other available results. The other formulations are
based on either FOST or CPT.
Normalised load-displacement results have been
represented, for different d/h ratios, in Fig. 2. It is
observed that, the difference between moderately thick
to thin plates (d/h = 10, 15, 20, 50, 80 and 100) is less
in comparison to the difference between thick (d/h =
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5) and thin (d/h = 100) plates. This difference gradually
reduces in plastic region and the curves for all
thicknesses appear to be converging to almost the
same collapse load.
Initiation and spread of plastic zones with respect
to load increments have been presented in Fig. 3 for
d/h = 20. In this case, formation of plastic zone starts
at the clamped edge followed by the formation of
another zone at the centre with further load
increments. The central plastic zone then spreads
faster than the edge plastic zone. It is also observed
that, a number of elements remain unyielded up to
pre-collapse and then suddenly yield and lead to
collapse. Thus, the final collapse takes place only after
yielding of all the Gauss points.
Clamped Square Plate with Uniformly Distributed
Load
Normalised collapse loads have been presented for
thick to thin plates and compared with the other results
in the thin plate range in Table 7. It is observed that
HOST predicts normalised collapse load slightly higher
than the upper bound for thin plate range.
In Fig. 4 normalised uniformly distributed loads
versus normalised central displacements have been
plotted and compared with the results given in Owen

Fig. 2: Normalised load versus normalised central displacement for clamped circular plate with uniformly distributed load:
Comparisons of different d/h ratios (HOST)
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Fig. 3: Progress of plastic zone with load increments for d/h=20: Clamped circular plate with uniformly distributed load
(HOST)

Fig. 4: Normalised load versus normalised central displacement for clamped circular plate with uniformly distributed load:
Comparisons of different formulations for a/h=30

Fig. 5: Normalised load versus normalised central displacement for clamped circular plate with uniformly distributed load:
Comparisons of different a/h ratios (HOST)
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Fig. 6: Progress of plastic zone with load increments for a/h=30: Clamped circular plate with uniformly distributed load
(HOST)

Table 6: Collapse loads for clamped circular plate with
uniformly distributed load (E = 10.92,  = 0.3,  0 = 1000.00
and R = 5.00)

Table 7: Collapse loads for clamped square plate with
uniformly distributed load (E = 30000.00,  = 0.3,  0 = 30.00
and a =6.00)

d/h

h

Initial UDL

M0

FOST

HOST

d/h

h

Initial UDL

M0

FOST

HOST

05
10
15
20
50
80
100

2.000
1.000
0.667
0.500
0.200
0.125
0.100

140.0
30.00
14.00
10.00
2.250
1.000
1.000

1000.0
250.00
111.22
62.500
10.000
3.9060
2.5000

12.74
12.74
12.75
12.68
12.70
12.76
12.70

13.18
13.17
13.12
13.16
13.17
13.18
13.18

05
10
15
20
50
80
100

1.200
0.600
0.400
0.300
0.120
0.075
0.060

18.20
4.600
2.050
1.153
0.185
0.073
0.050

10.800
2.7000
1.2000
0.6750
0.1080
0.0422
0.0270

48.81
46.66
49.54
49.53
48.60
48.42
48.05

49.63
49.68
49.72
49.63
49.50
49.43
49.47

Other Finite Element Analysis: 12.02 (Watanabe and Kondo [22]);
12.84 (Papadopoulos and Taylor [24]) d/h = 100
Limit Analysis: 12.50 (Hopkins and Wang [13]) 12.72 (Guowel
et al. [16])

and Figueiras [20] for a/h = 30. In the elastic range
the values are almost same but after inception of
yielding there are deviations and HOST predicts higher
collapse load.
The effect of thickness on normalised loaddisplacement behaviour is shown in Fig. 5. All loaddisplacement curves are ductile in nature. It is
observed that, the difference between thin to
moderately thick plates (a/h = 10, 15, 20, 50, 80 and
100) is very less in comparison to the difference
between thick (a/h = 5) and thin (a/h = 100) plates.
This difference gradually reduces in plastic region and
the curves for all thicknesses appear to be converging
to almost the same collapse load.
Spread of plastic zones during the incremental
loading process for plate a/h =30 using HOST is
presented in Fig. 6. Initially, plastic zones start from
mid support and spread towards the corners. Next

Other Finite Element Analysis: 43.34 (Watanabe and Kondo [22]),
46.486 (Papadopoulos and Taylor [24]) a/h = 100
Limit Analysis: 42.864 49.248 Upper bound (Hodge and
Belytschko [15]), Lower bound (Johnson [40])

plastic zone starts from the centre of plate and spreads
towards the corners of the plate. Even after meeting
of these two zones, plates still exhibit resistance to
loads because of partial yielding of corner elements
and mid support elements. Final collapse takes place
only after yielding of all the Gauss points.
Conclusions
A refined theory, based on a higher-order displacement
model incorporating the warping of the transverse
cross-sections, which is significant for thick plates,
has been employed for the elasto-plastic analysis of
thick to thin plates.
This formulation is first of its kind for for elastoplastic analysis of thick plates. The Co isoparametric
formulation adopted is very simple and efficient as
compared to other finite element formulations. HOST
has predicted higher collapse load in general
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